Princess Sparkle Instructions
Background Cut 22 ½ ” x 20” Binding Cut 3 strips 2 1⁄2” x WOF Borders: See Diagram on Page 2
Fusible Applique
Press all fabrics first. Trace all shapes onto paper side of fusible webbing using a pencil. Cut out tracings 1/8” to 1/4” away
from each tracing. Match corresponding fabrics to tracings. Lay the tracings fusing side down onto the wrong side of the fabric.
Press per fusible directions. Let cool and then cut each piece out along the tracing lines.
Unicorn
Cut all fused pieces out on the tracing line and set them aside in groups. Ex. All Flower (A) (B) and (C) pieces together. All Tail
pieces T1-T10 need to be set aside in numeric order, the same with the Mane pieces 1-16, Horn A-E, shadows and Body 1 and 2.
Flowers: First peel off back paper starting with the flowers and set the placement guide under your applique-pressing sheet
and put each flower together separately. Once they cool peel them off and put them aside.
Tail: Put all pieces T1-T10 together in numeric order on the pressing sheet, iron down until all layers fuse and once it has
cooled you can pull it off and set it aside.
Mane: Put all pieces 1-16 together in numeric order on the pressing sheet, iron down until all layers fuse and once it has
cooled you can pull it off and set it aside.
Horn: Get the Horn piece set it on the pressing sheet, fuse it down and then add pieces A-E and fuse again, once it has cooled
you can pull it off and set it aside.
Body: Body 1 and 2 need to be lined up where the dotted lines meet and press down on pressing sheet. If you would like to
make one full body, you need to trace them both together on the fusible prior to fusing it to the fabric. Either way, the flowers
should cover the entire bottom Body 2 piece.
Unicorn Assembly:
Using your pressing sheet on top of the layout guide, start with the Unicorn body, add the shadows 1- 5 in numeric order and
press those down as soon as they look good to you. Now, you will peel up the hind area by shadow 5 and lift it up from the
pressing sheet allowing space to slide the tip of the Tail in, then press down. (*Keep in mind, you don’t want to over steam or
add too much heat to the fabrics with fusible as the fusible can go into the fabric and have a reverse affect. 5-7 seconds with no
steam should be good per section) Now add all flowers. You can move them around according to our placement guide as labeled
or you can set them as you wish and add more! Once you have done that you will add the Eyelashes, Main and Horn. You will
have to lift the ear up where the ear shadow is so that you have room to slide the top of the mane slightly under and then press
down. See main photo on cover or our website to look closer if you wish. Butterflies are then added once your unicorn is all
fused together, pulled off and fused to your background fabric. If you wish to make your butterflies 3D follow the instructions
below.

Quilt Assembly
Begin by peeling off the paper backing. Once the pieces are in place, press the pieces. The pieces will fuse together and
temporarily fuse to the pressing sheet. Let cool and then carefully peel off the pressing sheet. Position fused Unicorn onto the
background fabric and then press. Lay Butterflies B1-B2 down as seen on the Placement Guide and Cover photo. Press and let
cool.
Borders : Cut them to the sizes below on the “Diagram” and sew them as seen in the diagram using a ¼” seem allowance.
3D Butterfly
Trace 1ea of Butterfly pieces B2 and B3. Follow Fusible Instructions. Trace, Iron and Cut. Once they are both cut out you will
peel off fusible and fuse them together, be careful prior to fusing and make sure your butterflies are exact so that the fusible
doesn’t get on your iron. Once you are done and ready to quilt the Unicorn you can add the butterfly where you want it and sew
it down the center so that the butterfly can have 3D wings.
Quilting your project
Layer your finished top, batting and backing. 505 Spray is great for small projects like this and then use a few safety pins to
keep in place. This is when you would add the 3D butterfly. Use free-motion quilting along the edge of your shapes to give them
definition and permanence. Trim and Bind.

Diagram
4” X 32 ½”

1 ¼” X 20 ½”

4” x 22”

1 ¼” X 25”

23” X 20 1/2”
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10807 Hot Pink 14 M Flowers, Horn B, Mane, Tail

1/8 Yard

10807 Coral 221M Geese

1/8 Yard

10807 Lime Green 18 M Leaves, Geese, Mane, Tail

1/8 Yard

10807 Teal 31 M Mane, Tail, Geese

1/4 Yard

10807 Turquoise 209 M Outer Border, Binding, Mane, Flower 7/8 Yard
10807 Honey 219 M Stamens, Horn A, Geese, Mane, Tail 1/4 Yard
10807 Indigo 225 M Flower, Butterfly 1, Horn E, Mane

1/8 Yard

10807 Aubergine 224 M Flower, Mane, Tail, Horn D, Butterfly 3 1/2 Yard
10807 Magenta 201 M Flowers, Butterfly 2,Horn C

1/8 Yard

10807 222 M Onyx Eyelashes

1/8 Yard

10807 13 M Graphite Grey Unicorn Shadows, Ear

1/8 Yard

9900-98 Snow Unicorn, Inner Border

5/8 Yard

10800 31 Teal Background

5/8 Yard
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